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Learning objectives

▪ Understand how tobacco companies approach marketing 

tobacco products to women

▪ Identify four marketing tactics appealing to women that  

exacerbate tobacco disparities 

▪ Recognize past marketing tactics in contemporary ads

▪ Discuss strategies to counter marketing appeals to support 

tobacco cessation



Is Marketing to Women over?

Source: SRITA



Everything old is new again

Source: SRITA6



How do they do it?

Source: SRITA7



Tobacco Industry Documents

▪ Contain industry research on 

women

▪ Over 90 million pages

▪ industrydocuments.ucsf.edu/tobacco/

1983 Brown & Williamson report tid: zcm50f00
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Women’s psychosocial needs

Philip Morris, 1994, tid: leg76e00



Psychographics

▪ Determine types of 
smokers based on 
attitudes, lifestyle, 
social groups, self 
descriptors

▪ Used in addition to 
demographics

▪ Tailored campaigns



Philip Morris, 1994, tid: leg76e00





leg76e00



leg76e00







Cost savings

Source: SRITA, Grana & Ling, Am J Prev Med 2014. 

93% of e-cigarette websites made claims about saving money
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1992 media plan, Philip Morris Bates # 2040837853/7879

Making the Marlboro Man accessible to women:









Source: SRITA27





Qualitative research on women

Sometimes translates directly into advertising campaigns

Virginia Slims Research, 1997 PM tid: ptb18c00



Example questions 

▪ What one item in your purse would tell the most about who you 
really are?

▪ What can people learn about you by looking at your friends?

▪ Is there something you’ve dreamed of doing for a long time?

▪ Do you think others expect too much of you?

▪ What are the biggest stressors in women’s lives?

Philip Morris, 1997, Bates # 2080960510/0519



“If our best friend seems to 

know everything about us, it’s 

because she does.”





1976: Coupons with foodstamps 

▪ Coupons in manila envelop distributed with 

foodstamps

▪ RJ Reynolds wanted to be embedded with 

other industry coupons (e.g., Campbell’s 

soup)

▪ RJ Reynolds had concerns that other people 

might perceive RJR as unethical:

34 RJR, 1976, TID: grh76a00  



African American women according to RJ Reynolds 
(1985)

RJR, 1985, TID: kwb15d00  



Targeting African American women

Luxury

Alternative advertising and branding

Smaller packs

Lowering costs at retail

Menthol



Menthol

RJR, 1985, TID: kwb15d00  

PM, 2000, TID: ttd49h00  

www.trinketsandtrash.org



Appeal to Women

RJR, 1985. Bates #506084952/4956



Low smoke product fails in USA but succeeds in Japan

▪ “hygiene fanatics”

- Antibacterial pens

- Pills erase smell in stool

- Wash hair twice daily

▪ Especially young 

professional females

▪ Female to male 4:1

1997 News article
http://www.trinketsandtrash.org/tearsheet.asp?ItemNum=300020



Menthol appeals to women - Asia

40 B&W 1984 Study on Menthol cigarettes in Japan 1984, TID flnh0141; Salem pianissimo ad, 2001, Trinkets and Trash

▪ …menthol cigarettes were 

perceived to be “lighter” 

…consumed primarily by 

women, especially younger 

women, followed by other 

“beginning” smokers



Socially Acceptable Products



42Source: SRITA
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Kreslake, JM. et al., Perceived Sensory Characteristics of Blended and Ambiguous “Concept” Flavors 
Among Adolescent and Young Adult E-cigarette Users, Nicotine & Tobacco Research, 2023
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Vaping with flavors for dieting

“Actually, there’s this one that was like a pound cake, and 

that was pretty good. I used it to diet, so I’d be like after 

dinner, go ‘all right, time for dessert.’” 



Gaiha SM, et al. JAMA Netw Open, 2022.
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Summary
▪ Tobacco industry marketing to women is based on understanding different 

desires and motivations

- Savings, bargains and discounts

- Social acceptance and fun bonds between friends

- A quiet moment – respite from life’s demands

- Images of luxury for those struggling financially

- Less odor, more socially acceptable, perhaps safer

- Appetite suppression, energy and sleep

▪ These appeals translate to new tobacco, nicotine, and non-nicotine products

▪ Menthol’s feminine image in some countries complements flavors



Implications for Tobacco Control

▪ Utilize novel assistance channels explored by tobacco 

industry to access low SES women

- e.g., 211 intervention for smokefree homes

▪ Address pricing and couponing for low SES women

- Make quitting financially viable

- Establish minimum price laws

- Eliminate point-of-sale discounts and coupons

- Keep taxes high or institute meaningful tax increases
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Take home points

▪ Counter industry marketing with appeals to motivations

- Decrease social acceptability of all tobacco use

- Give affordable and attractive stress and coping supports

- Positive imagery for those inundated with negatives

- Raise safety concerns about aerosolized flavorant chemicals

▪ Address tobacco and cannabis co-use

▪ Anticipate less regulated products exploiting policy loopholes
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